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Debbie von Grabler-Crozier combines red, white
and blue to create a gorgeous array of nursery
attire fit for your very own little prince or princess

Special
delivery

Safety first
Although the mobile is designed for babies and small children, always hang it well out of their reach as itis not a toy and does contain small parts
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

Teddy bear mobile
This soft blue, red and antique white
mobile perfectly complements the
other pieces in the nursery set. 
It’s quick to make and some of the
felted pieces are made from scratch!

MATERIALS
™   square of caramel-coloured felt
™   dark brown felt scraps 
™   4m cream 4mm ribbon 
™   4 blue heart-shaped buttons
™   pale blue felting wool (to make 8 felted balls)
™   mottled red felting wool (to make 4 hearts)
™   red, white & blue buttons 
™   20cm diameter hoop (we used an

embroidery hoop) 
™   20cm pale blue 4mm ribbon 
™   2cm split ring 
™   936 Anchor embroidery cotton 
™   Lamp Black DecoArt SoSoft acrylic 

fabric paint 
™   Fibrefill stuffing
™   foam piece 
™   templates on page 41
TOOLS
™   Dremel hot glue gun & glue stick
™   medium felting needle

SIMPLY MAKE

1Transfer the teddy patterns onto the caramel
felt and cut out the components. The back
comes in one piece, and the ears, paws head,

body and nose all come in single pieces. Pin them
in place while you are sewing and use two strands
of the anchor cotton to hand-sew the teddy with a
running stitch around the perimeter of each piece. 

2Cut the muzzle out of the scraps of dark
brown felt and sew this on. Tie a bow in a
12cm piece of cream ribbon for each bear, 

and stitch it to the front along with a button. Use 
the SoSoft fabric paint to make two little eyes on
each bear.

3To make the needle felted items, pull off a
section of wool about three times as big as you
want the finished article to be. Put the piece of

foam under the wool and, using the felting needle,
stab the project repeatedly. This sends the barbed
needle into the wool again and again and tangles
the fibres, causing them to felt. There are other ways
of felting, but this is a quick, easy and inexpensive
method and can be done anywhere. 

4Keep stabbing at the wool and turning it so
that you can sculpt it at the same time. For
example, if you continue stabbing in one area

again and again, it will make the cleft in the heart.
The balls are stabbed and turned, stabbed and
turned and they come out circular. 

5When you have made all the components, it 
is time to assemble the mobile. Take a 45cm
piece of ribbon and thread the ribbon through

all the components as shown, adding a drop of glue
from the hot glue gun along the ribbon to hold the
pieces in place. Wind the ribbon around the hoop,
glue it then put a button over the top of the end of
the ribbon, both to hide the end and to secure it.
Repeat for the other three sides, using a different
button each time.

6Cut a 33cm piece of ribbon and wind it around
the hoop between the teddy ribbons. Glue it in
place and add a button to that too. Repeat for

the other three sides. These ribbons will be taken
upwards to hang the mobile from. Add the split ring
and the piece of blue ribbon to the top to finish.

TOP TIPS
We would suggest buying

two felting needles – they are
inexpensive and are easily

broken, especially when you
are learning the technique
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Hugs & kisses 
       cot quilt

This warm and comforting cot quilt
fits perfectly with the teddy bear
mobile and the door hanger, and it
is ideal for a beginner’s project. It is
easy to make, with patches based
on squares with primitive hearts
appliquéd and quilted. There are
kisses on the hearts and chains of
hearts around the border.

MATERIALS
™   120cm red Clarke & Clarke Dotty fab

ric

™   100cm blue Clarke & Clarke Georgie 
fabric

™   50cm taupe Clarke & Clarke Dotty f
abric

™   110x100cm backing fabric

™   110x100cm medium-loft wadding

™   977 & 13 Anchor Stranded c
otton 

™   4m bias binding made from the blue gingham fabric

cut on the cross (the bias)

™   ecru quilting cotton

™   templates on page 40

TOOLS
™   water-soluble pen

™   hand & machine sewing equipment

™   template plastic (optional)

™   iron

SIMPLY MAKE

1Cut ten 15cm squares from the blue
gingham fabric. Cut the same from the
taupe polka-dot fabric. These squares

will form the basis of the centre of the quilt.
From the red polka-dot fabric, cut two
61x16cm strips and two 115cmx16cm strips.
These will be the outer panels. Sew the
squares together alternating blue and
cream so that they form a grid of 4x5
squares. Stitch the shorter strips to the 
top and bottom and stitch the longer ones
up the sides.

2The appliqué featured here is a
needle-turn appliqué, which means
that the edges of the hearts are not

just stabilised with a blanket stitch and left
but are actually turned under and whip-
stitched along to make them stable. This

also means that an adhesive (like
Bondaweb) isn’t needed; you can simply
pin the hearts in place. Decide where to put
the hearts using our example as a guide and
then pin them in place. Turn the edges
under as you sew and use the ecru quilting
cotton to secure them. To complete the
appliqué, use two strands of Anchor cotton
to make freeform cross stitches around
each heart. Use red on the blue hearts and
blue on the red. These slightly larger cross
stitches are the kisses!

3Before the quilting process, trace 
the heart pattern from the template 
on page 40 onto a piece of template

plastic and cut out. The template plastic

allows you to create a reusable template
that you can place on your fabric and draw
around using a water soluble marker.

4Draw an alternating heart pattern
around the outside of the quilt and
use the primitive shapes to draw the

hearts in the middle. It doesn’t really matter
where you put them or how many there
are, just step back and look at the project
from time to time.

5Now you are ready for quilting. Place
the backing fabric on a large flat
surface and put the wadding on top of

it. Lay the quilt on top onto this and pin or
baste it securely so that no movement in
any direction is possible. 

6Ignore the lines in the patches and just
quilt around your hearts. Quilt around
the appliqué hearts too, making sure

you go through all the layers – top,
wadding and backing – each time.

7Finally, trim the three layers evenly and
bind with homemade bias binding,
mitring the corners carefully.

TOP TIPS
Iron each and every seam as 

it is sewn. This might seem 
time consuming but it will

make quilting much easier and
it will make your work look

more professional

Water-soluble markers are
invaluable – you can draw on
fabric and remove the marks
with cold water. But don’t iron
over them or you will set the

marker and it may leave a stain
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1 2 3

4 5 6

SIMPLY MAKE

1Lightly sand the heart if necessary and
transfer the pattern from the template on
page 40 using the transfer paper and stylus.

Load the no.8 flat brush with Terracotta and
paint the teddy bear’s head and paw. Allow to
dry and add another coat if needed. Float some
Asphaltum shade. (See figs 1 and 2).

2Float some Antique White highlight. Use
the no.8 flat brush throughout. Allow this to
dry thoroughly before using the black pen

to add the fur details. (See Fig 3) 

3Swap to the no.10 flat brush and basecoat
the blanket with French Grey Blue. Allow
this to dry and then float a shade of

Uniform Blue all around the blanket. Swap to the
dry blender mop and load with a little Winter
Blue. Bounce the brush on a palette to blend the
paint and then wipe most of it off onto a cloth.
The brush should be quite dry but it will still have
enough to make a highlight. Paint round and
round with a ‘blushing’ motion to build a soft
highlight. Don’t wash the brush until you have
finished – it must be very dry. When the blanket
is dry, use the liner brush to make very fine
Winter Blue lines and dots on the blanket. Use
the black pen to make lines and dots as well.
(See figs 4, 5 and 6)

4Use the no.8 flat brush to paint the sheet
Antique White – it might need two coats.
Float Warm White highlight along the edge

using the same brush. Take the stylus and make
a row of Warm White dots along the edge of the
sheet, reloading after each dot.

5Use the black pen to write the words and
use the end of the stylus to make Lamp
Black dots at the end of each letter. Take

one of the brushes with a medium-sized end
and make Country Red dot hearts around the
plaque. Make these with two dots close together
and then pull down a ‘tail’ using the stylus.
Practise on a piece of scrap paper.

6When the plaque is dry (the dots can take a
little while), erase any transfer lines with a
soft eraser and varnish with the 1”

basecoating brush using the gloss varnish. Apply
two coats, allowing adequate
drying time between them.

7Tie the blue ribbon in a
bow around the top
hanger and sew a red

button on to complete the look.

Shhhhh... 
baby
asleep

This gorgeous
little plaque is
useful, and easy to
paint. Hang it on
the door when
baby goes to bed
to remind people
to tread softly as
they pass.

MATERIALS
™   heart-shaped wooden plaque

(approximately 16cm)
™   red button
™   1m pale blue ribbon
™   Terracotta, Asphaltum, Antique White,French Grey Blue, Uniform Blue, WinterBlue, Warm White, Country Red & LampBlack DecoArt Americana paint
™   black .01 Pigma Micron pen 
™   DecoArt Americana transfer paper & stylus
™   DecoArt Easy Float Medium & Satin

Americana DuraClear Varnish 
™   template on page 40
TOOLS
™   no.8 flat, no.10 flat, 1” flat, 3/8 blender mop& 3/0 liner DecoArt Traditions brushes
™   needle & thread 
™   fine-grain sandpaper

TOP TIP
Floating requires practice to get
it just right. Wet the brush and
then strike most of the water

off. Dip a corner in the chosen
colour and pinch the side of the

brush so that the colour does
not march across too far.

Palette-blend so that the paint
moves across the brush a little
way. It should go from paint to
nothing so that the float is very
soft indeed. This is easier if you
use a couple of drops of Easy
Float medium in the water 
as per the manufacturer’s

instructions
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Templates 
All templates shown actual size 

Hugs & 
kisses quilt
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Wooden heart

Mobile
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